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Phase diagram of the frustrated two-leg ladder model

T. Hakobyan,* J. H. Hetherington,† and M. Roger‡

Service de Physique de l’Etat Condense´, Commissariat a` l’Energie Atomique, Centre d’Etudes de Saclay,
91191 Gif sur Yvette Cedex, France

~Received 17 November 2000; published 23 March 2001!

Using density-matrix renormalization group calculations, we investigate the general phase diagram of the
frustrated two-leg ladder with Heisenberg interactions along legs, rungs, and diagonals. We confirm that all
antiferromagnetic gapped states belong to the same universality class as the Haldane phase. In a three-
dimensional phase diagram, we determine a continuous surface with singularities in the string-order parameter
or its first derivative, corresponding to a transition between two Haldane phases with different topological
order. Some parts of this transition surface are critical with zero gap and vanishing string-order parameter. In
the complementary parts, the transition is first order with finite gap and string order. The boundary of this
surface with the ferromagnetic region is a critical end line, when the surface is critical, and a triple line
anywhere else. Part of this boundary coincides with the exactly soluble model proposed by Dmitriev, Krivnov,
and Ovchinnikov@Phys. Rev. B56, 5985~1997!#.
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I. INTRODUCTION

N-legged spin ladders are formed by assemblingN spin-
1
2 chains one next to the other. Many weakly coupled lad
systems have now been synthesized. Among them, the
ily Srn21Cun11O2n consists in weakly coupled
1
2 (n11)-legged ladders which are obtained from the Cu2
planes of the parent compound SrCuO2. After the suggestion
that mechanisms similar to those occurring in the Cu2
planes of cuprate ceramics may also lead
superconductivity,1 an intense theoretical and experimen
activity was developed on these systems. The doped s
ladder compound Sr142xCaxCu24O41 is superconducting up
to 10 K under pressure. Some theoretical tools which
specific to one-dimensional systems make the theoretica
derstanding of ladders easier than that of the CuO2 planes
responsible for the high-temperature superconductivity in
prate ceramics. It is believed that the mechanisms leadin
superconductivity are similar in both systems and the und
standing of spin ladders should give some insight into
physics of the more complex two-dimensional supercond
ing systems.

A first step in the theoretical understanding of these s
tems is the study of undoped ladders in which the spin in
actions are of Heisenberg type. The exact solution of
spin-12 Heisenberg chain has been known for 70 years fr
the Bethe ansatz.2 The quantum fluctuations prevent lon
range antiferromagnetic order, there is no gap in the exc
tion spectrum, and spin-spin correlations decay in power
as a function of the distance. However, the crossover fr
ladders to the square lattice, by increasing the numbe
coupled chains, is far from being smooth. While ladders w
an odd number of legs exhibit properties similar to those o
single chain, i.e., gapless excitations and a power-law fal
of spin-spin correlations, ladders with an even number
legs have a finite energy gap to the lowest spin-1 excita
and exponential decay of spin-spin correlations. These
markable quantum properties are reminiscent of those,
conjectured by Haldane,3 concerning the spin-(n/2) Heisen-
berg chain with, respectively,n odd andn even. Therefore, a
0163-1829/2001/63~14!/144433~17!/$20.00 63 1444
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natural question arises: how are the ladder phases relate
the phases in the spin chain?

For the two-leg ladder, this question has been partly
swered by White.4 He considered a two-leg ladder with ad
ditional interaction along one diagonal of each plaque
@Fig. 1~a!# and showed by varying this interaction that the
is a continuous path from the Haldane to the ladder ph
which does not cross any phase boundary or critical po
Some controversial arguments were published recently
Wang.5 He considered a ladder with additional equal inte
actions along both diagonals of each plaquette@Fig. 1~b!#.
Using density-matrix renormalization group~DMRG!
calculations6 he proved the existence of a first-order tran
tion line and suggested the occurrence of a phase trans
from the Haldane phase to a gapped singlet phase with
ferent sensitivity with respect to boundary conditions.

It is therefore interesting to study the general ‘‘frustrat
two-leg ladder model’’@Fig. 1~c!#, including two different

FIG. 1. Frustrated-ladder models:~a! The ‘‘zigzag chain.’’ ~b!
Frustrated ladder with equal diagonal interactions.~c! The more
general model studied in this paper.
©2001 The American Physical Society33-1
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diagonal interactions in the plaquettes, which contains b
previous works as particular cases, and to draw a gen
phase diagram. We thus consider the Hamiltonian

H52(
i 51

L

@Ji~Si•Si 121S2i 21•S2i 11!1J'S2i 21•S2i

1JX1S2i•S2i 111JX2S2i 21•S2i 12# ~1!

(L is the ladder length and the number of spins isN52L)
and propose a general three-dimensional phase diagram
this model. There is an obvious symmetry of this Ham
tonian by exchangingJX1 andJX2 and it is more convenien
to use

S5JX11JX2 ,

D5JX12JX2 ~2!

as parameters. We choose the following energy scaling:

u2Jiu1uJ'u1uSu1uDu51. ~3!

Due to the symmetry, it is sufficient to considerD.0. We
choose as independent variablesx52Ji , y5S, z5J' , and
D is given by the previous relation. The variables$x,y,z%
obey uxu1uyu1uzu,1 and are thus contained in the regu
octahedron represented in Fig. 2.

Using density-matrix renormalization group calculation
conformal field theory, and some exact analytical results,
draw transition surfaces separating various phases and
tify their critical parts. We review the most important resu
obtained earlier for particular cases, including the spin-1
spin-12 Heisenberg chains, the frustrated spin-1 and spi1

2

chains with interactions between nearest and next nea
neighbors, the dimerized chain, and the usual ladder, wh
are all gathered in this general phase diagram. We do no
any restriction on the sign of the four exchange parame
and provide an insight into the regions with negative~ferro-
magnetic! interactions.

We begin with the study of the vicinity of particula
points of this octahedron where the low-lying eigenstates
be mapped onto those of the Haldane spin-1 or spin-1

2 chain
~Sec. II!, and introduce three different phases: two topolo
cally distinct gapped states and the ferromagnetic phase
our three-dimensional phase diagram, the pointsX, Y, L rep-
resenting the spin-1

2 antiferromagnetic Heisenberg chain a
pear as particular critical points lying in zero-gap critic
surfaces separating the two gapped Haldane phases. In
III, we briefly describe the method that we use to determ
transition surfaces between different phases: a density-m
renormalization group algorithm, with ‘‘suitable’’ ope
boundary conditions. Section IV is devoted to particu
planes in the octahedron corresponding to the ladder m
represented in Fig. 1~a!. This model can also be viewed as
‘‘zigzag’’ Heisenberg chain with nearest- and next-neare
neighbor interactions and has already been extensively s
ied. We briefly review the most important results obtain
for this particular case. Using Lanczo¨s diagonalization and
DMRG calculations, we investigate in Sec. V the who
phase diagram in the octahedron and draw transition surf
14443
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between the three different phases identified in Sec. II.
show that no other phase appears.

II. IDENTIFICATION OF DIFFERENT PHASES OF
THE PHASE DIAGRAM

A. Evidence for two topologically distinct spin-1 Haldane
phases

The pointsZ8 ~all interactions null, exceptJ'521) and
A8 ~all interactions null exceptJX2521/2) represent inde-

FIG. 2. The regular octahedron inscribed in a sphere of radiu
representing the parameter-space of our Hamiltonian@Eq. ~1!# with
the energy scaling of Eq.~3!. Some remarkable points with the
$x,y,z% coordinates are listed: the spin-1

2 Heisenberg antiferromag
netic (X,Y,L) or ferromagnetic (X8,Y8,L8) chain, products of in-
dependent dimers (A,Z) or triplet pairs (A8,Z8), the usual ladder
(AX and ZX segments!, etc. The ‘‘zigzag’’ chain represented i
Fig. 1~a! corresponds to the surface of the irregular octahed
(AA8,XX8,ZZ8). In the gray volume, all interactions are negati
~ferromagnetic!.
3-2
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pendent pairs of spins 1/2 coupled ferromagnetically alo
rungs and along plaquette diagonals, respectively. TheL

degenerate ground state is identical to that ofL independent
spins 1:S̃i5(S2i1S2i 21) at Z8 andS̃i5(S2i1S2i 23) at A8.
In the neighborhood of both points, degenerate perturba
theory is relevant as far as the other coupling parameters
much smaller than the gap between the 3L degenerate ground
state and the first excited state~i.e.,!1). The split 3L lowest
levels can be mapped onto the states of a chain ofL inter-
acting spins 1 with effective Hamiltonian~at first order in the
coupling parameters!

He f f5
2Ji1JX11JX2

2 (
i 51

L

S̃i•S̃i 11 ~4!

in the neighborhood of pointZ8 and

He f f5
2Ji1J'

2 (
i 51

L

S̃i•S̃i 111
JX1

2 (
i 51

L

S̃i•S̃i 12 ~5!

in the neighborhood of pointA8.
The Hamiltonian ~4! for (2Ji1JX11JX2).0 and the

Hamiltonian~5! for 2Ji.0 andJX150 (JX150 is satisfied
in the planesA8XZ,A8XZ8, A8X8Z) represent the spin-1
Haldane chain. ForJX150 both spin-1 Hamiltonians~4! and
~5! are formally identical. However, they represent differe
topological configurations of the original ladder: the spin
operatorsS̃i represent the projection on the triplet state of t
sum of a pair of spins12 along one rung in Hamiltonian~4!
and along one diagonal of a plaquette in Hamiltonian~5!.

The most important breakthrough for the understanding
the antiferromagnetic spin-1 Heisenberg chain has been
discovery by Affleck, Kennedy, Lieb, and Tasaki7 ~AKLT !
of an exactly soluble Hamiltonian differing from the Heise
berg model only by addition to the Hamiltonian of a biqu
dratic term:

HAKLT5(
i

F S̃i•S̃i 111
1

3
~S̃i•S̃i 11!2G . ~6!

Its exact ground state called a ‘‘valence-bond solid’’~VBS!
is constructed out of valence bonds;8 it is nondegenerate an
breaks no symmetry. It can be represented as schematiz
Fig. 3~a!.

FIG. 3. Schematic view of a typical component of the VBS st
described by Eq.~8!. ~a! The dashed links represent valence bon
between two fictive neighboring spins1

2 . ~b! Sequence of spin-1Sz

values corresponding to~a!: the nonzero spins are in a Ne´el order
(21,1,21,1, . . . ).
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~i! The spin-1 variables are expressed as a sum of
spin-12 variables.

~ii ! Let ca,b denote a spin-1 state in terms of the symm
trized spin-12 variables:

c115u11&,

c125c215~ u12&1u21&)/A2,

c225u22&. ~7!

~iii ! Each spin1
2 is contracted with one spin12 at a neigh-

bor site into a singlet state: a ‘‘valence bond.’’ Contracti
of two spin-12 variables into a singlet state can be written
eabuab&/A2, whereea,b represents the antisymmetric te
sor: e115e2250 ande1252e2151.

~iv! The contractions are such that every spin 1 is c
nected to both its neighbors by a valence bond and the V
state can be written

uCVBS&522N/2ca1b1
eb1a2ca2b2

3eb2a3
•••ca ib i

eb ia i 11
•••caLbL

ebLa1. ~8!

The VBS state, used as variational state for the Heis
berg spin-1 chain, gives an upper bound of the energy wh
is only a few percent higher than the best approxima
through DMRG calculations and is thought to capture
essentials of the physics of this model. The VBS state
some ‘‘hidden’’ topological long-range order.9

It is easy to see that each term of the sum in the previ
relation hasSi

z sequences ordered in a way shown schem
cally in Fig. 3~b!. If we discard the sites withSi

z50, the
remaining Si

z561 sites have Ne´el order: u1,21,1,21,1,
21, . . .&. This topological order is characterized by the no
local ‘‘string-order parameter’’

O z~ um2 l u!5K S̃l
zexpS ip (

k5 l 11

k5m21

S̃k
zD S̃m

z L . ~9!

A normalized string-order parameter

Õz~d!5
2O z~d!

^~S̃z!2&2
~10!

was later introduced by White.6 Its value ford→` is 1 for
the VBS state and 0.84 for the Heisenberg spin-1 chain.

From the previous discussion about the neighborhood
pointsZ8 andA8 in the phase diagram, it is natural to intro
duce two string-order parameters:~i! O'(d) obtained with
S̃i

z5(S2i
z 1S2i 21

z ) in Eq. ~9!, with triplet pairs of spins along

rungs and~ii ! OX(d) obtained withS̃i
z5(S2i

z 1S2i 23
z ) in Eq.

~9!, with triplet pairs of spins along one diagonal of ea
plaquette.

These two topologically distinct Haldane phases, wh
we now call HD' and HDX , characterized, respectively, b
the string-order parametersO' and OX , have been intro-
duced in a recent work by Kimet al.,10 with slightly differ-
ent notation. They are schematized in Fig. 4. Using fie

e
s
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T. HAKOBYAN, J. H. HETHERINGTON, AND M. ROGER PHYSICAL REVIEW B63 144433
theoretical methods, Kimet al. have found evidence fo
some transition lines between these two Haldane ph
around some particular points of the phase diagram co
sponding to two decoupled Heisenberg chains~see Secs. IV
and V!.

With JX1 strictly positive, the full Hamiltonian~5! repre-
sents the ‘‘frustrated’’ antiferromagnetic HeisenbergS51
chain, with interactionsJ15(2Ji1J')/4 andJ25JX1/4 be-
tween first and second neighbors. This model has been s
ied by Kolezhuket al.11 They find a sharp discontinuity in
the string-order parameterOX at J2 /J1'0.7444, suggesting
a first-order transition. The significance of this first-ord
transition will appear in Sec. V, when placed in the fram
work of the general phase diagram.

B. Antiferromagnetic spin-1Õ2 Heisenberg chain

In Fig. 2~a!, the pointsX (2Ji51, all otherJ’s null! and
Y (JX15JX251/2, all otherJ’s null! represent two decou
pled spin-12 antiferromagnetic Heisenberg chains and
point L (J'5JX151/3, all otherJ’s null! represents a single
spin-12 antiferromagnetic Heisenberg chain. The exact so
tion of this Hamiltonian is known from the Bethe ansat2

There is no gap in the excitation spectrum and the spin-s
correlations decrease as a power law in terms of the dista
In Secs. IV and V, we shall prove that these points lie
critical surfaces separating the two Haldane phases with
ferent topological order.

C. Ferromagnetic state

In the gray volumeA8Y8X8Z8 of the octahedron@Fig.
2~a!#, all interactions are negative. The ground state is fe
magnetic. It has gapless spin-wave excitations. The fe
magnetic state obviously extends beyond this volume.
limits will be determined in Secs. IV and V.

III. DMRG THEORY WITH SUITABLE BOUNDARY
CONDITIONS

Our purpose is to determine transition lines or surfa
separating different phases, in particular the two topolo

FIG. 4. The two topologically distinct Haldane phases HDX ~a!
and HD' ~b!. The heavy links represent triplet pairing and t
dashed links schematize valence bonds.
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cally distinct Haldane phases HD' and HDX defined in Sec.
II. We use the density-matrix renormalization group meth
with open boundary conditions which gives much more
curate results than with periodic boundary conditions.6 How-
ever, a well-known inconvenience for the Haldane spin
chain with open boundary conditions is the fourfold dege
eracy of the ground state. This degeneracy is easily un
stood through the description in Fig. 3~a! and Eq.~8! of the
VBS state, which is thought to capture the essential of
physics of the Haldane chain. In Fig. 3~a!, with open bound-
ary conditions, there are two spins1

2 at each end of the chain
which are not contracted through a valence bond to any o
half-spin. The interaction between these extra half-spins f
off exponentially withL, and in the long-chain limit, there is
a fourfold degeneracy of the ground state due to these
free spins.

In their DMRG treatment of the spin-1 chain, White an
Huse remove this inconvenient degeneracy by adding at e
end an extra spin12 which forms a singlet with half of the las
spin 1 in the chain.12 When applying DMRG algorithm to the
frustrated ladder problem, the adaptation of this trick
straightforward and already built in the ladder topology.
the HDX phase, we use the boundary conditions shown
Fig. 5~a! which are generally chosen in treating the ladd
problem.5 In the HD' phase, we use other boundary cond
tions schematized in Fig. 5~b!. If the ground state is viewed
as a VBS state, in either case Figs. 5~a! and 5~b! show that
there is no ‘‘free spin’’ ~‘‘free’’ means not linked to any
other spin with a ‘‘valence bond’’! at either end. Conse
quently, the ground state is nondegenerate in the long-c
limit. In either case our DMRG algorithm for growing th
chain length proceeds by adding one rung to each of the r
and left blocks as shown in Fig. 5. What differs is the sha
of the initial block: it is a rectangle in case~a! for the HDX
phase and a trapezoı¨d in case~b! for the HD' phase.

Using the same algorithm for any point of the phase d
gram ~most previous DMRG studies on ladders have p
ceeded in such a way!5 generally leads to numerical difficul
ties when crossing the phase boundary. Suppose that we
from a point in the HDX phase with the suitable algorithm
@Fig. 5~a!# and follow a path to the HD' phase; at the tran

FIG. 5. Growing algorithms used in DMRG calculation wit
free boundaries:~a! in the HDX Haldane phase, where triplet pairin
occurs along diagonals,~b! in the HD' Haldane phase, where triple
pairing occurs along rungs. In either case, the ground state is
degenerate.
3-4
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sition to the HD' phase, the ground state, which was non
generate, becomes fourfold degenerate and we need to k
much larger number of states to obtain a reasonable app
mation of the transition point. To determine numerica
many transition points in a three-dimensional phase diagr
we need a ‘‘cheap’’ algorithm for calculating a transitio
point with a reasonable accuracy in a minimum of compu
time.

Our algorithm uses the fact that at a phase transition, th
are some singularities in the first or second derivatives of
energy. There is a discontinuity in the first derivative if t
transition is first order. Here, if the transition is second ord
the second derivative is generally infinite at the critical poi
We thus proceed as follows:

~i! We choose a pathP0P08 going from the HDX phase
(P0) to the HD' phase (P08) and parametrized by the var
able u. Using the algorithm schematized in Fig. 5~a!, we
calculate atP0 the energy and its first and second deriv
tives. The first derivative of the energy, with respect tox
52Ji , y5S, andz5J' , is obtained by calculating the cor
relations

Ci5^114Si•Si 12&/2,

C'5^114S2i 21•S2i&/2,

CX15^114S2i•S2i 11&/2,

CX25^114S2i 21•S2i 12&/2. ~11!

The derivative of the energy]E0 /]u along the path is ob-
tained from the preceding correlations. The second der
tive ]2E0 /]u2 is obtained numerically through the same c
culation with an infinitesimal variation onu ~chosen at the
square root of the numerical precision!. An approximate
second-order polynomial expression of the energy nearP0 is
deduced:

E5E01s]E0 /]s1~s2/2!]2E0 /]s2. ~12!

~ii ! Using the other algorithm schematized in Fig. 5~b!, a
polynomial approximation of the energy aroundP08 is ob-
tained in the same way.

~iii ! A first approximationP0
C of the critical point is given

by the intersection of both polynomials.
~iv! A new starting pointP1 is chosen halfway betwee

P0 andP0
C , a new end pointP18 is chosen halfway betwee

P0
C andP08 , and the process is reiterated.
An accuracy of 4–5 digits is generally obtained for t

critical point after 8–10 iterations. We keep 30–60 states
use chain lengthL'50. Some accuracy tests will be given
Sec. V.

IV. ‘‘ZIGZAG CHAIN’’

The ladder model, with only one diagonal interaction, re
resented in Fig. 1~a!, can also be viewed as a spin-1

2 dimer-
ized next-nearest neighbor Heisenberg chain. Using the s
ing from Eq. ~3!, the two-dimensional parameter space
this model corresponds to the eight faces of the irregu
14443
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octahedronXX8AA8ZZ8 ~Fig. 6!. There is an obvious sym
metry, in this model, obtained by exchanging rung and di
onal interactions. The symmetry lineXLX8L8X, correspond-
ing to equal rung and diagonal interactions splits t
parameter surface into two pieces with a one-to-one co
spondence. Due to our nontrivial energy scaling@Eq. ~3!#,
this mapping does not correspond, however, to simple refl
tions.

TheAXZ face, in which all interactions are antiferroma
netic, has been studied for many years. On the symmetry
XL, the pointG corresponding toJ'5JX152Ji was consid-
ered by Majumdar and Ghosh13 30 years ago. The groun
state is doubly degenerate and corresponds to a produ

FIG. 6. The surface of the irregular octahedronXX8AA8ZZ8
represents the two-dimensional phase diagram of the ‘‘zig
chain’’ model @Fig. 1~a!#. The symmetry lineXLX8L8X corre-
sponding to equal rung and diagonal interactions splits this sur
into two parts which map each other through the exchange of r
and diagonal. Above~below! this line, the antiferromagnetic gra
~white! area corresponds to the HDX (HD') Haldane phase. The
black area represents the ferromagnetic state.TLX8 and T8X are
two zero-gapped critical lines corresponding to a second-order t
sition between the two Haldane phases. OnTX andT8C8, the tran-
sition is first order.G represents the Majumdar-Ghosh point. Fro
Shastry and Sutherland, on the thin dotted segmentsGA andGZ,
the ground state is exact and corresponds to a product of inde
dent dimers
3-5
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singlet pairs~or dimers! along rungs or diagonals. Shast
and Sutherland14 later proved that the dimer state along t
rungs~diagonals! is the exact ground state on the whole li
GZ (GA). Note that dimer states have perfect ‘‘string o
der,’’ characterized by the normalized order paramete6

ÕX51 on GZ and Õ'51 on GA, respectively. Following
the pathAGZ, the string-order parameterÕ' jumps abruptly
from 1 to 0 at the Majumdar-Ghosh pointG andÕ' jumps,
respectively, from 0 to 1. The whole symmetry lineLX is a
transition line.15–17 According to our notation introduced i
Sec. II, it corresponds to a phase transition between the
symmetrical Haldane phases HDX and HD' . Both endsX
andL correspond to the spin-1

2 Heisenberg chain. The vicini
ties of these points have been studied through fie
theoretical methods.10,17,18The transition is first order nearX
and second order nearL. On XL the nature of the transition
changes from first to second order at a tricritical pointT.
From field-theoretical results, atT the spectrum develops
gap between theS50 ground state and the first excitedS
51 states and simultaneously the degeneracy between
two lowest S50 and S51 excited states is split. Usin
Lanczös diagonalization on finite systems, Emery a
co-workers17 have extrapolated in the thermodynamic lim
the exchange parameter values at which the energy di
ence between the lowestS50 andS51 excited states van
ishes and foundT at Ji /J''0.241. Using the same metho
we have found no evidence for another tricritical point on
symmetry lineLX8 in the AX8Z face. HenceTLX8 is a
critical line probably up toX8.

In the A8X8Z8 face, all interactions are negative and t
ground state is ferromagnetic. The ferromagnetic phase
tends further in the neighboring faces:A8X8Z, A8XZ8, and
AX8Z8. In these faces, the line of transition from ferroma
netic to antiferromagnetic state corresponds to the exa
solvable Hamiltonian studied by Dmitriev, Krivnov an
Ovchinnikov19 and hereafter referred as the DKO mod
Hamiltonian

HDKO52(
i 51

L S S2i 21•S2i2
1

4D2~n21!

3(
i 51

L S S2i•S2i 112
1

4D1
~n21!

2n

3(
i 51

L S Si•Si 122
1

4D . ~13!

The ferromagnetic ground state of this Hamiltonian is d
generate with a singlet state, which can be writt
explicitly.19 With the scaling defined in Eq.~3!, we can write
the line of transition in the following parametric form:

~i! A8X8Z face:

x52Ju5~n21!/~112n2n2!,

y5S5JX252n/~112n2n2!,

z5J'52n~n21!/~112n2n2!, ~14!
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with 0,n,1
~ii ! AX8Z8 face:

x52Ju5~n21!/~112n2n2!,

y5S5JX152n~n21!/~112n2n2!,

z5J'52n/~112n2n2!, ~15!

with 0,n,1
~iii ! A8XZ8 face: The lineXL8 corresponding toJX2

5J' is a symmetry line. On the upper side of this line t
ferromagnetic transition is parametrized by

x52Ji5~n21!/~n212n21!,

y5S5JX252n/~n212n21!,

z5J'52n~n21!/~n212n21!, ~16!

with 1,n,2. On the other side, we have

x52Ji5~n21!/~2n221!,

y5S5JX252n~n21!/~2n221!,

z5J'52n/~2n221!, ~17!

with 1,n,2
In the A8XZ8 phase, with ferromagnetic rung and diag

nal interactions, the symmetry lineXL8 meets the ferromag
netic region atC8 (1/7,22/7,22/7). From field-theoretical
results,10 nearX this line is critical with zero gap and corre
sponds to a second-order phase transition between the
symmetric Haldane phases HD' and HDX . Using Lanczo¨s
diagonalizations on finite systems withN up to 24 particles
and the method previously described17 we have found that
this critical line ends at a tricritical pointT8 corresponding to
2Ji'0.42. FromT8 to C8, the transition between the tw
symmetrical gapped phases is first order andC8 appears as a
triple point.

Figure 6 summarizes the results.
~i! The X8LTXT8C8 part of the symmetry line~equal

rung and diagonal interactions! corresponds to a phase tra
sition between two symmetric Haldane phases HD' and
HDX corresponding through the exchange of rung and di
onal.

~ii ! X8LT andXT8 ~heavy segments in Fig. 6! are critical
lines with zero gap and second-order transition whileXT and
C8T8 correspond to a first-order transition with degener
ground state and finite gap.

~iii ! On either side of the critical line, the HD' and HDX
phases correspond through a simple symmetry. Con
quently, the topologies of their ground states differ, but th
have the same thermodynamic properties and same cri
exponents near the critical line. In the usual sense of ‘‘u
versality’’ referring to critical exponents, they belong to th
same universality class.20

Our study of the general ladder model@Fig. 1~c!# will now
extend this simple diagram in three dimensions. Critical lin
will be generalized into critical surface, etc.
3-6
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V. GENERAL PHASE DIAGRAM

A. Some exact critical lines and surfaces

In the preceding section, we have seen that in the sur
of the irregular octahedronXX8AA8ZZ8 corresponding to
the ‘‘zigzag’’ chain the ferromagnetic boundary is exac
known. We shall extend here this exact boundary to a par
the whole ferromagnetic volume. We have put forward
lines GZ and GA where a dimer state is the exact grou
state. We shall prove that the exact dimer state extends
some planar surface and find exactly the boundary betw
this surface and the ferromagnetic phase.

Let us rewrite the Hamiltonian@Eq. ~1!# as a sum over
plaquettes:

H5(
i 51

L

Hi
h ,

with

Hi
h52Ji~S2i•S2i 121S2i 21•S2i 11!1J'S2i 21•S2i

12JX1S2i•S2i 1112JX2S2i 21•S2i 12]. ~18!

The eigenvalues ofHi
h for an isolated plaquette are

l1523J'/2,

l25J'/21JX11JX2 ,

l35J'/222~JX11JX2!,

l452J'/2,

l552
1

2
$JX11JX21@J'

2 15JX1
2 26JX1JX215JX2

2

22J'~JX11JX2!#1/2%,

l652
1

2
$JX11JX22@J'

2 15JX1
2 26JX1JX215JX2

2

22J'~JX11JX2!#1/2%. ~19!

The eigenvaluel1 corresponds to a product of rung dimer
It is straightforward to check that it is an exact eigenstate
the total HamiltonianH if 2Ji5S5JX11JX2. The eigen-
valuel2 corresponds to the ferromagnetic state; it is alwa
an exact eigenstate of the full HamiltonianH. A lower bound
to the ground-state energy per unit lengthE0 /L of the full
Hamiltonian H is given by the lowest eigenvaluelmin of
Hi

h . If the lowest eigenvalue isl2, the ground state is fer
romagnetic. The volume wherelmin5l2 provides an inner
envelope to the ferromagnetic region. After a little algeb
we find that this inner envelope is defined by the surface

w54JX1JX21~JX11JX2!~2Ji1J'!12JiJ'50 ~20!

inside the irregular tetrahedronXX8AA8ZZ8 and

w85~JX11JX2!~2Ji1J'!12JiJ'50 ~21!

outside this tetrahedron.
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On the other hand, an outer envelope of the ferromagn
region is provided by a simple calculation of spin-wave
stabilities in the ferromagnetic phase. For the ‘‘zigz
chain,’’ Kolezhuk and Mikeska21 have already pointed ou
that a simple spin-wave instability calculation in the ferr
magnetic region gives exactly the DKO transition line. Intr
ducing two kinds of bosons for representing the spin ope
tors on two different legs, we find one optical and o
acoustic mode. The energy of the acoustic mode atk→0 is

Esw
ac52wk2, ~22!

wherew corresponds to the expression given in Eq.~20!. The
ferromagnetic state is instable with respect to spin waves
w.0. The surfacew50 thus provides an outer envelope
the ferromagnetic region. Inside the irregular octahed
XX8AA8ZZ8, we have thus provided an outer and an inn
envelope which coincide. The surfacew50 @Eq. ~20!# is
thus an exact boundary of the ferromagnetic region.

It is also worth paying some particular attention to t
planeZBZ8B8 of the regular octahedron~see Fig. 2! which
corresponds to 2Ji5(JX11JX2). As pointed out above, in
that plane, the dimer state with independent dimers along
rungs is an exact eigenstate of the Hamiltonian. As pre
ously emphasized this dimer state has perfect string o
ÕX51 and corresponds to the HDX Haldane phase. Its exac
first-order transition line with the ferromagnetic phase
given by the equation

l15l2 , i.e., 2J'1JX11JX250, ~23!

from point D5(22/5,22/5,1/5) to point C5(22/7,
22/7,1/7) corresponding to the DKO model~see Fig. 7!. The
other partCZ8 of the transition line from the ferromagneti
to the HD' phase is given exactly by Eq.~20!.

The lineZBZ8 with JX15JX25Ji.0 corresponds to the
so-called ‘‘composite-spin model.’’22 The Hamiltonian can
be written as

H5H11H2 ,

with

H152Ji(
i 51

L

S̃i•S̃i 11 ,

H252J'(
i 51

L

S2i 21•S2i , ~24!

whereS̃i5S2i 211S2i represents the sum of a pair of spin
1/2 on a rung. HamiltoniansH1 and H2 commute. The
ground stateE2

0 of H2 corresponds to a product of dime
along rungs, i.e.,E2

0/L523J'/2. It is easy to check that it is
also an eigenstate ofH with eigenvalueE2

0. The states with

all pairsS̃i5S2i 211S2i along the rungs in a triplet state ar
degenerate eigenstates ofH2 with eigenvaluesE25LJ'/2.
The subspace spanned by these 3L states corresponds to th
spin-1 chain. The low-energy spectrum ofH1 corresponds to
that of the spin-1 Haldane chain, and the eigenstates ofH1
are also eigenstates ofH. The ground state of the spin-
3-7
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Haldane chain has an energyE1
0'21.401 484 03932Ji

from DMRG calculations12 and is an eigenstate ofH with
energyE15E1

01E2. Starting from the dimer phase at poi
Z, we have a first-order transition to the Haldane phase H'

at the crossing between these two energy levelsE1
01E2

5E2
0 corresponding to a critical value J' /Ji

'1.401 484 039~point H!. The Dimer phase has perfe
string orderÕX51 corresponding to the HDX phase. At the
transition, the order parameterÕX jumps from 1 to 0, while
Õ' jumps from 0 to 0.84, the value corresponding to t
spin-1 antiferromagnetic chain.

We have calculated the whole transition lineCGH be-
tween the HD' phase and HDX dimer phase through th
DMRG scheme explained in Sec. III. The transition is fi
order all along this line and the pointC5(22/7,22/7,1/7)
appears as an exact triple point. Note that the Majumd
Ghosh pointG belongs to this line and is also an exact tra
sition point. FromC to G a trivial but remarkable exact inne
bound to the dimer state is obtained when the dimer ene
l1 ceased to be the lowest eigenvalue for an isola
plaquette, i.e., whenl15l6 @see Eq.~20!#. With our energy
scaling@Eq. ~3!#, this lower bound corresponds to

FIG. 7. The (JX11JX2)52Ji plane. The dashed lines corre
spond to the intersection of this plane with the ‘‘zigzag’’ model a
G represents the Majumdar-Ghosh point. The black area repres
the ferromagnetic region, whose boundaries are exactly known.
line Z8BZ represents the ‘‘composite-spin’’ model:JX15JX25Ji .
At H, there is a first-order transition from the Haldane HD' phase
to an exact dimer phase which has the same topological long-r
order as the HDX phase. The heavy dotted lineCGH represents the
first-order transition between the dimer Haldane phase HDX ~grey
area! and the Haldane HD' phase. The thin dotted line is an exa
inner bound to the exact dimer phase.C5(22/7,22/7,1/7) is an
exact triple point.
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J'5~2215S1A8236S141S 2!/2 ~25!

for S.0 and

J'5~2223S1A8128S125S 2!/2 ~26!

for S,0 ~see the thin dotted line in Fig. 7!. BeyondG, the
upper bound to the dimer phase corresponds to the inter
tion of l1 andl3, i.e., to the segmentJ'5S.

B. General phase diagram

We shall consider successively the eight sectors of
tetrahedron XX8YY8ZZ8 with the notation @ex ,ey ,ez#,
whereea56 represents the sign of the coordinatea.

1. †¿,¿,¿‡ sector, with Ji , J� , and S positive

a. Boundary face XYZ.The boundary faceXYZ, with
equal antiferromagnetic diagonal interactionsJX15JX25JX
@Fig. 1~b!#, has been studied by Wang.5 There is an obvious
symmetry which exchangesJi and JX by twisting every
other rung by an anglep around the axis of the ladder.ZB is
a symmetry line. It is thus sufficient to study the half triang
XBZ. From the recent field-theoretical results of Ki
et al.,10 near X, which represents two decoupled spin1

2

chains, there is a first-order transition between the t
Haldane phases HDX and HD' along the lineJ'5S. From
the previous paragraph there is a first-order transition
tween the same phases along the symmetry axisZB at H.
Using the DMRG algorithm described in Sec. III, we ha
calculated the full transition line fromX to H. It is shown in
Fig. 8. It is in good agreement with earlier results obtain
by Wang.5 However, in contrast to the conclusions of Wan

nts
he

ge

FIG. 8. TheXYZ face with equal diagonal interactions and a
J’s positive. The symmetry axisZB corresponds to the
‘‘composite-spin’’ model with a first-order transition from th
Haldane HD' phase to the dimer HDX phase atH. The dashed lines
are exact first-order transition lines between the HD' and HDX

phases in the neighborhoods ofX and Y ~two independent spin-1
2

chains! obtained through field-theoretical methods. The dots are
first-order transition points obtained through DMRG calculatio
They are compared to earlier results of Wang~crosses!. The behav-
ior of nearest-neighbor pair correlations, gap, and string-order
rameter along the linesZB and ZW corresponding toJi5JX1

1JX2 is shown in Fig. 9.
3-8
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our results show that all along this line we have a first-or
transition with finite gap from the HDX to the HD' Haldane
phase, in agreement with theoretical-field results.10

As pointed out in Sec. III, in contrast to our algorith
which uses different boundary conditions on either side
the transition line to avoid the degeneracy of the grou
state, Wang has used everywhere the DMRG algorithm w
boundary conditions corresponding to Fig. 5~a!. As he ob-
served, below the transition line, the ground state is deg
erate and it is nondegenerate above this line. However,
conclusion suggesting a transition from a Haldane phase
‘‘dimer’’ phase with different properties concerning the b
havior with respect to boundary conditions is incorrect. If w
use everywhere the DMRG algorithm with the other boun
ary condition corresponding to Fig. 5~b!, we find a degener-
ate ground state above the transition line and a nondege
ate ground state below. The correct interpretation is,
previously stressed, the transition between two topologic
distinct Haldane phases. Typical sets of curves showing
continuities in the first-neighbor pair correlations@Eq. ~11!#,
gap and string-order parameters along the dotted lineZW in
Fig. 8 corresponding toJi5JX11JX2 and along the symme
try line ZB, are shown in Fig. 9.

b. OYZ plane.The OYZ (Ji50) plane corresponds t
coupled dimerized chains. In this plane~Fig. 10! the pointL
corresponds to a simple antiferromagnetic Heisenberg c
and Y represents two decoupled Heisenberg chains. Str
arguments have been given for the existence of a critical
joining L to Y,23,24 and a simple analytic approximation o
this line has also been conjectured.24 With our nontrivial
energy scaling@Eq. ~3!#, it corresponds to the real root of th
third-order equation

J'
3 2S~12J'!22S 312S 2~12J'!50. ~27!

We have determined through DMRG calculations the tran
tion between the two Haldane phases in this plane~see Fig.
10!. From X to L, the transition line follows approximatel
the analytic form previously proposed but strongly differ b
yond L. The critical line extends beyondL up to a pointT1
that we have determined through the same method as
used for the ‘‘zigzag’’ model~cf. Sec. IV!. From T1 to V,
the transition is first order with a finite gap.

c. Transition surface.We have exhibited four transition
lines, between the two Haldane phases with different to
logical order, in four different planes of the phase diagra
XAZ, XYZ, OBZ, andOYZ. We expect that all four lines
belong to the same transition surface. Using the DMRG
gorithm described in Sec. III, we have investigated this tr
sition surface over a fine grid in the$x,y% plane. As a good
compromise, we kept 30–60 states in the DMRG sche
and chose a 0.0230.02 $x,y% grid.

The results are shown in Fig. 11. The cuts of this surf
through the planesXALZ, OBHZ, XYZ, and OYZ have
already been represented in Figs. 6, 7, 8, and 10, res
tively. The straight line joiningL ~simple antiferromagnetic
spin-12 Heisenberg chain! to X ~two decoupled Heisenber
chains! is a symmetry line in theAXZ plane~cf. Sec. IV! and
lies in the transition surface. We used it for an accuracy
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FIG. 9. First-order transition between Haldane phases with
ferent topological order.~a! Pair correlationC' alongZW ~crosses!
andZB ~solid line!; pair correlationCX1 alongZW ~circles! andZB
~dashed line!. ~b! Gap alongZW ~crosses! andZB ~solid line!. ~c!

String-order parameterÕX alongZW ~crosses! andZB ~solid line!;

string-order parameterÕ' alongZW ~circles! andZB ~dashed line!.
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on our DMRG algorithm. For the points of our$x,y% grid
which lie on the projection of this line in theXOY plane, we
have plotted in Fig. 12 the differenceuzc

DMRG2zc
exactu be-

tween the approximate coordinatezc
DMRG of the surface ob-

tained through DMRG and the exact valuezc
exact correspond-

ing to LX. Except in the neighborhood ofX—two decoupled
spin-12 Heisenberg chains, where a much larger numbe
states'302 should be retained in the DMRG scheme
obtain precise results—we obtain an accuracy which is be
than three to four digits onzc . The accuracy is the bes
~seven digits! near the Majumdar-Gosh pointG. It decreases
drastically to three to two digits close toX ~two decoupled
Heisenberg chains! and is of about five digits nearL, in the
critical regime.

Field-theoretical results10 prove that in both planesXYZ
andXALZ the transition line, nearX, is first order and cor-
responds toS5J' . In agreement with these exact resul
our numerical data indicate that the transition surface is
gent atX to the planeS5J' .

Knowing this transition surface, we now determine whi
part of it is critical, with zero gap. We already know tw
intersecting critical linesLT1 andYLT. We expect that they
lie in the same critical part of the surface which is limited
a line of tricritical points~‘‘tricritical line’’ ! passing through
T and T1. To determine this tricritical line, we choose th
same methods as these previously used for the ‘‘zig
chain’’ model17,18 ~see Sec. IV!.

It is proved from field theory that, when umklapp intera
tions become relevant variables, simultaneously the spec
develops a gap between theS50 ground state and the firs
excited S51 states and also the degeneracy of the firsS
50 excited state and lowestS51 state is split. Hence in the
thermodynamical limit, the differenced between the ener
gies of these two lowest excited states is zero at the crit

FIG. 10. The transition line between the two Haldane pha
with different topological order in theJi50 plane.L represents a
simple spin-12 antiferromagnetic Heisenberg chain andY two decou-
pled chains. The heavy lineYLT1 is critical with zero gap. OnT1L
~dotted line!, the transition is first order. The dash-dotted line is
simple approximation to the critical line.
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FIG. 11. The transition surface separating the two gap

Haldane phases with different topological order in the@1,1,1#
sector. Each point of the grid has been obtained through DM
calculations, keeping 30 states. The dark part of the surface is c
cal with vanishing gap and string-order parameters. The clear
corresponds to a first-order transition with finite gap and degene
ground state. The white line which separates both parts of the
face thus appears as a tricritical line. The cuts of the surface thro
the planesXALZ, OBHZ, XYZ, andOYZ have been represente
in Figs. 6, 7, 8, and 10, respectively. The straight lineLTGX,
joining L ~one simple Heisenberg chain! to X ~two decoupled
Heisenberg chains! lies in the surface. The Majumdar-Ghosh poi
G corresponds to the intersection of this line with theOBHZ plane.
NearX, our DMRG results are consistent with the exact result o
tained from field theory~see text!; i.e., the transition surface is
tangent to the planeJ'5S5JX11JX2.

FIG. 12. A test of accuracy of our DMRG scheme, with only 3
states kept, along the exact transition lineLX. The accuracy is bes
~seven digits! near the Majumdar-Ghosh pointG. It decreases dras
tically to three to two digits close toX ~two decoupled Heisenberg
chains! and also decreases when moving toL in the critical regime
as the second-order transition becomes softer.
3-10
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value for exchange parameters where the gap vanishes.
simple illustration, let us consider the curved lineVLY
~Figs. 10 and 11! corresponding to a cut of the transitio
surface through theOYZ plane.

Moving along this curve, we use Lanczo¨s diagonalization
on finite systems of lengthL5N/2, with periodic boundary
conditions, to calculate the valueSc(N) of the parameterS
5JX11JX2 at whichd vanishes. The results are represen
in Fig. 13 as a function of 1/N. A quadratic extrapolation
givesSc(N→`)'0.152 in the thermodynamic limit.

A much better accuracy~six digits! on the position ofT
on LX, for the ‘‘zigzag chain’’ model has been obtaine
recently by Eggert.18 He used the field-theoretical result tha
on LX at the critical pointT, the marginal operator vanishe
and the energy differenced(N) between the two first excited
levels is exactly proportional to 1/N3. Although we have not
been able to generalize this field-theoretical result for ev
point on the tricritical line, we have found numerically th
except in the vicinity of the boundary planeXYZ, this 1/N3

law works remarkably well for a large part of the tricritic
line. And we have used it to improve our accuracy. Figure
illustrates around the critical valueS50.152 found by the
previous method~Fig. 13! the mean square deviation o
d(N) with respect to a 1/N3 law, when we follow the tran-
sition line determined through DMRG calculations in t
OYZ plane. The results are based on Lanczo¨s diagonaliza-
tions on finite systems withN516, 20, and 24 sites. Th
critical value thus obtainedS50.152 01 is improved up to
five digits. This corresponds to the accuracy on the posi
of the transition line obtained through DMRG calculatio
~see Fig. 12!.

Taking successive cuts of the transition surface thro
different vertical planes atJi5Cst or S5Cst and using the
same methods, we have determined the whole tricritical
T1TY representing the boundary of the critical part of t
transition surface~heavy white line in Fig. 11!. NearY, this
line is close to the boundary of the surface of transition in

FIG. 13. Critical value ofS5JX11JX2 for which the difference
d between the two lowest excited states vanishes, as a functio
1/N, for finite chains with periodic boundary conditions. We follo
the transition lineVLY determined through DMRG calculations i
the OYZ plane ~Fig. 10!. A quadratic extrapolation gives (JX1

1JX2)c'0.152 in the thermodynamic limit, fixing the position o
T1 on the transition line.
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XYZ plane. We do know, however, that it does not inters
it: exact field-theoretical results10 prove that in theXYZ
plane the transition is first order nearY.

2. †À,¿,¿‡ sector

The transition surface and its zero-gap critical part
determined through the same methods as used in the p
ous subsection. The results are shown in Fig. 15. The d
part of the surface is critical with zero gap. It does not int
sect theX8YZ boundary face and extends further in th
@2,1,2# sector. It is bounded through the tricritical lin
T1T18 . On the left of this line (T1T18V part!, the transition is
first order with degenerate ground state and finite gap.
cut through theALZX8 plane corresponds to the ‘‘zigza
chain’’ model~see Fig. 6 in Sec. IV!. TheLX8 straight line is
a symmetry line in that plane and it lies in the critical su
face.

3. †À,À,¿‡ sector

This sector is particularly interesting since the tw
Haldane phases with different topological order comp
here with the ferromagnetic phase.

a. Ferromagnetic volume.From Sec. IV A, theA8X8Z
plane corresponding to the ‘‘zigzag chain’’ model (JX150)
splits the ferromagnetic boundary in two parts. On theJX1
.0 side the exact boundary of the ferromagnetic domain
the surface determined by Eq.~20!, taking into account our
energy scaling@Eq. ~3!#. On the other side (JX1,0), we
have calculated the ferromagnetic boundary with an accur
of three to four digits through DMRG calculations~see Fig.
16!. The straight line segmentCD corresponding to the in-
tersection with theOB8Z plane~cf. Fig. 7! lies in this bound-
ary surface. NearX8, we have two weakly coupled ferro
magnetic chains. At first order in perturbation theory, o
Hamiltonian can be written as

He f f5LJi12~J'1S!ST
a
•ST

b/L, ~28!

where

of FIG. 14. Mean square deviation with respect to a 1/N3 law of
the difference between the two first excited levels of a finite lad
with periodic boundary conditions. We follow the cut of the tran
tion surface through the plane 2Ji50 determined through DMRG
calculations.
3-11
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ST
a5(

i 51

L

S2i and ST
b5 (

i 50

L21

S2i 11

represent the total spins of the two coupled ferromagn
chain. We deduce that the plane (J'1S50) is tangent atX8
to the ferromagnetic surface. Similarly, the whole segm
A8Y8 of the OY8 axis corresponds to two decoupled iden
cal ferromagnetic chains with alternating (JX1 , JX2) ferro-
magnetic bonds. The segmentA8Y8 lies in the ferromagnetic
boundary surface and nearA8Y8, at first order in perturba-
tion theory, the Hamiltonian can be expressed as

He f f5
LS
2

12~2Ji1J'!ST
a
•ST

b/L, ~29!

where

ST
a5(

i 51

L/2

~S4i1S4i 23! and ST
b5(

i 51

L/2

~S4i 211S4i 22!

and the plane (2Ji1J')50 is tangent to the ferromagnet
boundary all along the segmentA8Y8. Although the inner
envelope to this boundary surface determined by Eqs.~3!
and ~21! is not exact, it is everywhere an excellent appro
mation ~see the comparison in theX8Y8Z plane represented
in Fig. 17!. This is due to the fact that three different exa

FIG. 15. The transition surface between the two Haldane ph
with different topological order in the@2,1,1# sector. The dark
part of the surface corresponds to the zero-gap critical part.
points of the mesh are DMRG results. Our DMRG results are
accurate in the vicinity of ferromagnetic (X8) or antiferromagnetic
~Y! decoupled chains. The grey areas are simple extrapolations
critical part of the surface is bounded through the tricriticalT1T18
white line. OnT1T18V the transition is first order with two degen
erate ground states and finite gap. The cut by the planeALZX8
corresponds to the ‘‘zigzag chain’’ model~cf. Fig. 6 in Sec. IV!.
The straight lineLX8 lies in the critical surface.
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transition linesA8Y8, CD, andA8CXX8 belong to this en-
velope and that the planes previously considered are
tangent to this envelope.

From our DMRG results, it is clear that the lineA8CGX8,
at the intersection of theA8X8Z plane ~‘‘zigzag chain’’
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FIG. 16. The surface limiting the ferromagnetic phase in th
@2,2,1# sector. The lineA8CGX8 at the intersection of this sur
face with theA8X8Z (JX150) plane corresponds to the exact
soluble DKO model. The front part of the surface corresponding
(JX1.0) is also known exactly@Eqs.~3! and ~20!#. The back part
of the surface corresponding to (JX1,0) has been determine
through DMRG calculations. The straight lineCD corresponding to
its intersection with theOBZ plane~see Fig. 7! is exact. The line
ACX8 corresponding to the intersection of the surface with
A8X8Z plane is singular. FromA8 to G, our DMRG results show a
discontinuity in the gradient to the surface. FromG to X, there are
singularities in higher derivatives. Figure 18 shows that this l
corresponds to the intersection of the ferromagnetic surface with
transition surface between the two Haldane phases with diffe
topological order.G is at the crossing of theA8CX8 line with the
tricritical line limiting the critical part of this latter transition sur
face.

FIG. 17. The first-order transition between the HDX and ferro-
magnetic phase in theX8Y8Z face. The dashed lines are the cu
through the exact tangent planes to the ferromagnetic bounda
X8 andY8 ~two independent ferromagnetic chains!. The crosses are
our DMRG results. The boundary of the black area represen
simple inner bound to the ferromagnetic region obtained thro
@Eqs.~3! and ~21!#.
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model! with the ferromagnetic surface and corresponding
the DKO exact model is singular. On this line, there a
discontinuities in the gradient to the surface fromA to G, a
point whose position will be given below. FromG to X8,
there are singularities in higher-order derivatives.

b. Triple line, critical end line.We have calculated the
transition surface between the two Haldane phases with
ferent topological order in the same way as in the other s
tors ~see Fig. 18!.

To our numerical accuracy, we observe that the mee
of this surface with the ferromagnetic boundary occurs in
X8A8Z plane and corresponds to the DKO exactly solu
model. TheX8T18G part of this surface is critical with van
ishing gap and string-order parameters. On the other
A8GT18 the transition is first order and the antiferromagne
ground state is doubly degenerated. The tricritical lineT18G
limiting the critical zero-gap surface ends on the DKO line
a particular pointG: (20.35,20.2518,0.1464). According
to the usual terminology concerning three-dimensional ph
diagrams, the partA8G of the DKO line is a line of triple

FIG. 18. Transition surfaces in the@2,2,1# sector. The dark-
grey surfaceA8X8Y8 is the boundary of the ferromagnetic pha
and corresponds to a first-order transition between the HaldaneX

and the ferromagnetic phase. The other surface corresponds t
transition between the two Haldane phases HDX and HD' with
different topological order. The dark part of this surface is critic
with zero gap and string-order parameters. On the clear part,
transition is first order and the gap is finite. This surface abuts
ferromagnetic boundary along a lineA8GX8 which lies in theAX8Z
plane (JX150) and corresponds to the exactly soluble DKO mod
The white lineT18G limiting the critical zero-gap surface ends o
the DKO line atG. The partA8G of the DKO line is ‘‘triple line’’
while GX8 is a ‘‘critical end line.’’ The two heavy lines starting
from A8 represent the planeJX150.7444(2Ji1J'), where a first-
order transition between two Haldane phases with different to
logical order has been found by Kolezhuket al. in the frustrated
spin-1 chain. This plane is tangent to our transition surface.
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points ~i.e., a ‘‘triple line’’ ! while GX8 is a line of critical
end points~i.e., a‘‘critical end line’’ !. Our numerical results
concerning the coincidence of the meeting of the two s
faces with the DKO line are enforced by the following th
oretical argument.

~i! In the region withJX1
,0 all interactions exceptJ' are

ferromagnetic. Consequently singlet pairing~‘‘valence
bond’’! can only occur along the rungs, while triplet pairin
can take place along diagonals. Consequently only the HX
Haldane phase can appear. We conclude that the trans
surface between the two Haldane phases cannot cross
(JX150) A8X8Z plane. It only exists in theJX1

.0 side.
~ii ! In the JX1

.0 side, the ferromagnetic boundary is e
actly known and corresponds to the simple equation~20!.
This surface has no singularity in its gradient or higher-or
derivatives. The meeting of the two surfaces should co
spond to a singularity on the ferromagnetic surface: disc
tinuity in the gradient for the first-order part of the surface
singularities in higher-order derivative for the critical pa
Consequently the transition surfaces between the
Haldane phases do not touch theJX1

.0 part of the ferro-
magnetic boundary.

~iii ! From the two previous remarks, we conclude tha
the transition surface between the two Haldane phases m
the ferromagnetic surface, it can only be in theA8X8Z plane
(JX1

.0), i.e., at the DKO line.
c. Neighborhood of the frustrated spin-1 Heisenbe

chain. In Sec. II A we have shown that the neighborhood
A8 can be described through the frustrated spin-1 ch
model @Eq. ~5!# with effective first-neighborJ15(2Ji
1J')/4 and second-neighborJ25JX1/4 interactions. This
model has recently been studied by Kolezhuket al.11 through
DMRG theory. At a critical ratior c5J2 /J1'0.7444, there
is a sharp discontinuity in the order parameterOX suggesting
a first-order transition. This critical ratio corresponds here
the planeJX15r c(2Ji1J'). We have represented this plan
in Fig. 18. It is tangent inA8 to our transition surface. Con
sequently our diagram also contains the results on the f
trated spin-1 Heisenberg chain, and the transition obser
by Kolezhuket al. corresponds to a first-order transition b
tween the HDX and HD' phases.

4. †¿,À,¿‡ sector

The transition surface between the two Haldane phase
the last of the four sectors withJ'.0 is represented in Fig
19. Except in the thin tip close toX we have found no evi-
dence for a zero-gap critical part. The poor accuracy of
DMRG results nearX does not allow us to be more quant
tative. Again, nearA8, our calculated surface is tangent
the planeJX150.7444(2Ji1J') corresponding to the result
of Kholezhuk et al.11 ~see above!. An overall view of the
four previous sectors corresponding toJ'.0 is shown in
Fig. 20.

5. †À,À,À‡ sector with Ji , J� , and S negative

In this sector the phase transitions are between the fe
magnetic and the HD' Haldane states. The correspondin
surface is known exactly and corresponds to Eqs.~3! and
~20!. It is shown in Fig. 21.
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6. †¿,À,À‡ sector

The boundary faceXY8Z8 of this sector corresponds t
the model represented in Fig. 1~b! with ferromagnetic equa

FIG. 19. The first-order transition surface between the t
Haldane phases HDX and HD' in the @1,2,1# sector. The two
heavy lines starting fromA8 represent the planeJX150.7444(2Ji
1J'), where a first-order transition between two Haldane pha
with different topological order has been found by Kolezhuket al.
in the frustrated spin-1 chain. This plane is tangent to our transi
surface.

FIG. 20. An overall view of the transition surface in the upp
half space. The black surfaceA8X8Y8 represents the boundary o
the ferromagnetic phase. The other surface represents the tran
between the two Haldane phases HDX and HD' . The dark part is
critical with zero gap; the clear part corresponds to a first-or
transition with finite gap. Singularities on the linesVA8, VX, VY,
and VX8 are not physical: they are related to our normalizat
condition @Eq. ~3!#.
14443
diagonal interactions and antiferromagneticJi interactions.
There is an obvious symmetry by exchanging the para
and diagonal interactions which is obtained by twisting ev
other rung by an anglep around the longitudinal axis of the
ladder. Hence there is a one-to-one correspondence f
each point of this face to a point of theYX8Z8 face in the
@2,1,2# sector. The two-dimensional phase diagram of
XY8Z8 face is represented in Fig. 22. The transition lineXE8
between the two Haldane phases HDX and HD' is critical.
NearX this critical line corresponds toJ'5S in agreement
with field-theoretical results.10 The critical line remains close
to this asymptotic result except in the neighborhood of
ferromagnetic region, nearE8.

o

s

n

tion

r

FIG. 21. The exact limit of the ferromagnetic phase in th
@2,2,2# sector.

FIG. 22. The two-dimensional phase diagram in the bound
face XY8Z8 corresponding to equal diagonal interactions@Fig.
1~b!#. The diagonal interactions are ferromagnetic whileJi is anti-
ferromagnetic. There is a symmetry which exchanges parallel
diagonal interactions by twisting every other rung by an anglep
around the longitudinal axis. Consequently the phase diagram o
YX8Z8 face is identical. The transition lineXE8 between the two
Haldane phases HDX and HD' is critical and remains close to it
asymptotical limit atX (J'5S) obtained from field theory, excep
near its meeting with the ferromagnetic boundary atE8.
3-14
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The three-dimensional phase diagram of the@1,2,2#
sector is shown in Fig. 23. The dark surface represents
ferromagnetic boundary seen from the inside. It cuts
(JX150) A8XZ8 plane at theA8C8Z8 line corresponding to
the exactly soluble DKO model. The part of this surfa
which corresponds to (JX1.0) is known exactly from Eq.
~20!. The other part is calculated through DMRG algorith
The other surface represents the transition between the
Haldane phases HDX and HD' . The clear part correspond
to a first-order transition with finite gap and string-order p
rameter. The other part is critical with vanishing gap a
string-order parameter. The blank tricritical line boundi
this critical part has been determined through the meth
explained above. Its intersection with theXOY8 plane cor-
responds to 2Ji'0.75 and the critical surface has a sm
extension in the previous@1,2,1# sector aroundX. How-
ever, our DMRG scheme is inadequate to determine the c
cal surface so close toX ~two decoupled chains! with reason-
able accuracy~see Fig. 19!.

The symmetry lineXC8, in the (JX150) A8XZ8 plane,
lies in the transition surface@see Fig. 6~b!#. C8 represents the
intersection of the lineXL8 joining X ~two decoupled anti-

FIG. 23. The 3D phase diagram in the@1,2,2# sector. The cut
through the boundary faceXY8Z8 is shown in Fig. 22 and the cu
through the planeA8XZ8 corresponding to the ‘‘zigzag chain’
model has already been studied in Fig. 6~b!. The dark gray surface
corresponds to the boundary of the ferromagnetic phase seen
inside. ForJX1.0, the ferromagnetic boundary is given exac
through Eq. ~20!. The other sideJX1,0 is calculated through
DMRG algorithm. The other surface represents the transition
tween the two Haldane phases HDX and HD' . The clear part cor-
responds to a first-order transition with finite gap and string-or
parameters. The dark part is critical with vanishing gap and or
parameter. The tricritical white line represents the boundary of
critical part of the surface. This surface abuts the ferromagn
boundary along the curveA8C8E8, which is represented from in
side the ferromagnetic boundary as a heavy line. The partA8C8 of
this curve lies in theA8XZ8 plane (J'50) and coincides with the
DKO line. It is a triple line.
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ferromagnetic chains! to L8 ~one ferromagnetic chain! with
the DKO line. The surface starts at theJ'50 plane roughly
perpendicular to it and it curves sharply aroundXC8 to meet
the boundary planeXY8Z8 alongXE8, nearly tangentially to
the S5J' plane. It abuts the ferromagnetic boundary alo
the A8C8E8 curve, which is represented from inside the fe
romagnetic region by a heavy line in Fig. 23. The partA8C8
of this curve lies in theA8XZ8 plane and coincides with the
DKO curve. Since it corresponds to the meeting of two fir
order transition surfaces, the curveA8C8 is a triple line. This
is justified by the following arguments.

~i! The transition surface between the two Haldane pha
crosses the (JX150) A8XZ8 plane at the symmetry line
XC8. There is a one-to-one correspondence on each sid
theXC8 line in theA8XZ8 plane which maps the HDX to the
HD' phase by exchanging rungs and diagonal. Conseque
there is no crossing of the transition surface at any ot
place in theA8XZ8 plane. The transition surface lies on th
same side (JX1.0) of theA8XC8L8 triangle.

~ii ! On this side of theA8XZ8 plane (JX1.0), the ferro-
magnetic boundary is exactly known@Eq. ~20!#. It has no
singularity, which means that the transition surface betw
the two Haldane phases does not connect to it.om

e-

r
r
e
ic

FIG. 24. The 3D phase diagram in the@2,1,2# sector. The
boundary faceYX8Z8 is obtained from the symmetrical diagram
represented in Fig. 22 by changingX to Y andY8 to X8. The dark
surface represents the boundary of the ferromagnetic phase. It
tersection with the (JX250) AX8Z8 plane corresponds to the DKO
exactly soluble model. The (JX2.0) part of this surface is known
exactly @Eq. ~20!#. The other part is calculated through DMRG a
gorithm. A part of the critical surface~clear-gray grid! correspond-
ing to a second-order transition between the two Haldane ph
HDX and HD' has been determined through DMRG calculations
is very close to the boundary faceX8YZ8 but cuts it only onYE. A
rough extrapolation of this surface~array of thin lines! is also
shown; it indicates that the intersection of the critical surface w
the ferromagnetic boundary is close to theX8YZ8 face.
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~iii ! From the two previous remarks, we conclude that
transition surface between the two Haldane phases abut
ferromagnetic boundary along the curveAC8 in the A8XZ8
plane (JX150).

The other partC8E8 of this curve is clearly out of the
A8XZ8 plane. The meeting of this curve with the tricritic
line is numerically found very close toE8. We have not been
able, however, to prove that it coincides exactly withE8. We
conclude that at least part of the curveC8E8 is a triple line.

7. †¿,¿,À‡ sector

No phase transition has been found in this sector. T
ground state is everywhere the HD' phase.

8. †À,¿,À‡ sector

The three-dimensional phase diagram of the last@2,1,
2# sector is shown in Fig. 24. The ferromagnetic bound
~dark surface! is obtained in the same way as in other se
tors: the part corresponding to (JX2,0) is known exactly
from Eq.~20!. The complementary part is calculated throu
DMRG algorithm. The cut by theX8YZ8 face is obtained
from Fig. 22 (XY8Z8 face! through the symmetry which ex
changes parallel and diagonal interactions. The transi
surface between the two Haldane phases HDX and HD' lies
everywhere close to this boundary plane and cuts it onYE.
Only a part of this surface~clear gray grid in Fig. 24! has
been obtained, using our DMRG scheme, with reasona
accuracy. It is critical with vanishing gap and string ord
The array of thin lines in Fig. 24 is a rough extrapolation.
indicates that the intersection of this surface with the fer
magnetic boundary lies also close to the boundary f
X8YZ8.
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VI. CONCLUSION

We have presented an overall view on the thre
dimensional phase diagram of the frustrated two-leg lad
model. This model contains, as particular cases, the sp
Heisenberg chain with first and second nearest-neighbor
teractions, the spin-1

2 ‘‘zigzag chain’’ with dimerization and
frustration, the usual ladder model, and a variety of pre
ously studied ladder models that we have briefly review
We have proved that only three different phases occur:
ferromagnetic phase and two gapped Haldane phases
different symmetry and different long-range topological o
der. In a three-dimensional phase diagram, these three ph
are separated through transition surfaces. Some parts o
transition surface separating the two gapped Haldane ph
are critical with vanishing gap and string-order paramete
the complementary parts correspond to a first order transi
with finite gap and two degenerateS50 ground states. In the
two-dimensional plane cuts of the three-dimensional ph
diagram which correspond to the ‘‘zigzag chain mode
there is a one-to-one mapping of these two Haldane ph
through a simple symmetry which exchanges rung and d
onal interactions. Consequently, although the topologies
these two Haldane phases differ, the critical behaviors c
cerning their thermodynamic properties near the critical s
face are the same and they belong to the same class of
versality. Part of the boundary of the transition surfa
between these two Haldane phases with the ferromagn
phase corresponds to the exactly soluble DKO model.
expect that this result will stimulate further theoretical wo
on this model, concerning in particular remarkable poi
like G andC8 on the DKO line~see Figs. 18 and 23!.

Most calculations were performed on the Cray T3E fro
CEA-Grenoble. Numerical data concerning the transit
surfaces are available upon request.
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